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Always prepare your image
in Photoshop before sending
it to the printer!
Understanding a Layer A
layer is a single element in
an image that can be
combined with other layers,
usually in its own layer
group. By combining layers
(or layering them), you can
easily create complex
artwork. A layer is made up
of pixels. Each layer is
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represented by a black box
in the Layers panel (see
Figure 2-1). Layers can be
placed on top of one
another, one under another,
or one on top of another, as
shown in Figure 2-2. You
can also add layers to an
empty layer group. You add
new layers by opening the
Layers panel, clicking the
New Layer icon at the
bottom of the panel, and
choosing which layer type
you want. Figure 2-3 shows
the New Layer dialog box.
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The dialog box is divided
into three areas: New Layer
Type: This area displays the
name of the layer type. Edit
with: This area displays a
thumbnail of the first layer
within a layer group. Click
the thumbnail to open the
New Layer dialog box.
Visible: Layers are visible in
the document and are used
for editing. Photoshop
provides dozens of layer
types that you can use to
create composites in your
own images. Your only
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limitation is your
imagination. Graphics that
aren't part of the
composites, such as edges
and backgrounds, are put on
the Background layer. Any
filters that you apply to the
artwork, such as Levels,
Vibrance, Color or
Grayscale, are placed on the
Adjustments or Adjustment
layers. Layers have the
following qualities:
Transparency: Layers can
have transparency. By
default, a layer is opaque
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(opaque, not transparent).
You can change a layer's
opacity when you change the
layer's Blend if you want the
layer to be transparent. To
change a layer's blend mode,
choose Layer⇒Blend If or
click the Blend icon at the
bottom of the Layers panel.
Color: A color is a specific
color such as red, blue, or
yellow. Composition: A
composition is an
arrangement of elements
(such as shapes, lines, and
colors) or objects. Location:
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You can change the location
of a layer with the Move,
Scale, and Rotate tools. Size:
Layers can have different
sizes, widths, and heights.
You can use the Size
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5 Top Photoshop Elements
Commands Photo Editing &
Enhancement 1. Cropping
Photo editing often requires
you to crop an image to
remove a part of it. If you’ve
never used Photoshop
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Elements before, cropping
an image in the document
window can be quite a
challenge. To crop, click on
the Crop button. It looks
like a dotted square with a
few curved corners. With
the Crop button selected,
double-click anywhere in
the image’s viewport to
crop. If that’s not a good
enough spot, you can go to
the Rectangular Marquee
Tool (M) and click and drag
around an area of the image.
2. Straightening In most
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cases, photos that you
download to social media or
email look kind of crooked.
If you want to fix that, you
can use the Straighten tool
to adjust the left, right, top
or bottom of the image. To
use the Straighten tool, click
the tool icon at the bottom
of your screen to bring up
the options. Then click the
button marked with the
straight line icon. Click once
to straighten the left edge,
and then click the line so
that the tool points along the
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left edge again. Double-
click anywhere inside the
photo to straighten the rest
of the photo. 3. Color
Balance Photographers can
use color balance to change
the color tones in an image.
Color balance affects the
color you see in images.
When you’re first working
with Elements, it may feel
like you need to play with
several sliders to get a good
color balance. To use the
Color Balance tool, click the
tool icon at the bottom of
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your screen to bring up the
options. To see the
difference between the
Color Balance tool and the
Picture menu, click the drop-
down arrow and choose
Picture on the top menu bar
and then Colors. Click Play
on the top of the controls to
see a preview of the changes
you’ve made. Set the first
curve to Hue and the second
to Saturation. The curve to
Light is used to set white
balance. Slide your mouse to
the left to raise the curve, or
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slide to the right to lower the
curve. 4. Filters Elements
offers several filters to apply
to your photos. Filters work
at various levels, and at each
level you can add various
effects to the image. Some
filters work best on flat
05a79cecff
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Q: the engine integrated by
my table is not working
Currently, my table engine is
mysql. so, in my
php_error_log file, i get this:
2017-04-29T07:19:33+02:0
0 WARN (7):[2851][1504][:
com.pstrategy.opensource.d
ao.impl.adapter.PGADBAda
pter@78854106][QueryExc
eption: ERROR: relation "ps
trategy.notificationqueue"
does not exist
DETERMINISTIC The
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Database name is pstrategy_
adapter_notificationqueue
the table name is
notificationqueue the
column name is (queueid)
the primary key is (NOT
NULL) (serial) what's going
on?? A: i solved it! i run the
SQL directly from
phpmyadmin and everything
was ok! while the problem
was the lock on the file by
another process! i followed
this suggestion ( it seems
that in my case, the file was
locked by the mysql process
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itself and i got the original
error. when i stop the
process, the file was
unlocked, the original error
solved. Philadelphia Fusion
(1-2) 0-1 | EDG 1 Echo Fox
(3-0) 0-0 | CG 1 Echo Fox
(0-1) 0-0 | MAD 0-0 |
Clutch 0-0 | Maple 0-0 |
igSpy About To Watch: Is
TSM starting to play better?
Is Fnatic playing better?
Will MAD finally get his
first win in the NA LCS? Is
Clutch going to suck? Is it
time for Ghost to make a
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comeback? And more! Day
two of the 2018 League of
Legends World
Championship starts off
with G2 Esports vs Echo
Fox, a rematch of the 2017
EU LCS Summer split series
between these two teams.
All eyes will be on the new-
look G2 squad as they take
on the reigning champion,
Echo Fox, which also has a
new look. Now that we've
seen how strong

What's New In?
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Q: Cant add Jquery to my
web page I am following
this tutorial in order to add
jquery to my web page:
Tutorial describes jquery for
users with as well normal as
disabled jquery. I have
disabled jquery in my web
page as follows: but when I
compile the web page the
following error appears: Any
idea on what I am missing?
A: try: We can all agree that
1997 was a good year for
the Baltimore Orioles, and
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2001 was a good year for
the Atlanta Braves. But let's
be honest, since 2000, it's
been a case of awful and
awful for the Orioles and
the Braves -- respectively.
Seeing as how this article's
entire premise is the idea
that our years are numbered,
here are the rankings for the
best and worst years for
each team since 2000.
Baltimore Orioles
(1998-2016) Worst Year:
2001 Worst Season: 2001
(82-80) Best Year: 2007
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(112-54) Since 2000: 6th
worst, 5th worst The worst
year for the Orioles since
they moved from Montreal
to Baltimore in the 1970s is
2001, during the height of
Mark McGwire's and
Sammy Sosa's steroid abuse.
Here's a five-year stretch in
which the Orioles won more
games in a season than they
have in any other five-year
span since 1999
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System Requirements:

For many players, Super
Smash Bros. Melee is the
greatest game of all time,
and it still has the power to
move you. This super-sized
compilation of nearly all the
Melee games ever made
includes all the best and
most popular game modes.
This allows players who are
new to Smash to
immediately learn the
fundamentals and those who
are veterans to look back
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and see just how far Melee
has come. Version 1.0 In
this first version of the
Super Smash Bros. Melee
trainer, you’ll be able to
learn the basic skills of the
game
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